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* It allows you to add UML diagrams from the Confluence 4.1 on. * It allows you to define the diagrams from
your Confluence page. * It generates diagram in HTML format. * It supports diagramming elements such as
activities, packages, states, and activities. It also allows you to add models, cases and events as a part of a
diagram. * You can also add UML diagrams from the Confluence plugin. * There is a possibility to generate
several diagrams. * It has the option to generate several diagrams with the same UML diagram. * You can
also generate diagrams without diagrams. * It allows to insert your own data in the generated UML diagram. *
It has a reusable logic, so you can use it as a library plugin. * You can also use it to add all the diagrams to the
Confluence. Confluence Malayalam Plugin is a simple and easy to use plugin that helps you to add various
Malayalam Diagrams into your Confluence pages. It allows you to define your diagrams as simple text areas
using a special syntax. This way you have the possibility to generate various diagrams such as class, activity
and state diagrams, flowcharts etc. Confluence Malayalam Plugin Description: * It allows you to add UML
diagrams from the Confluence 4.1 on. * It allows you to define the diagrams from your Confluence page. * It
generates diagram in HTML format. * It supports diagramming elements such as activities, packages, states,
and activities. It also allows you to add models, cases and events as a part of a diagram. * You can also add
UML diagrams from the Confluence plugin. * There is a possibility to generate several diagrams. * It has the
option to generate several diagrams with the same UML diagram. * It allows to insert your own data in the
generated UML diagram. * It has a reusable logic, so you can use it as a library plugin. * You can also use it to
add all the diagrams to the Confluence. Confluence Malayalam Plugin is a simple and easy to use plugin that
helps you to add various Malayalam Diagrams into your Confluence pages. It allows you to define your
diagrams as simple text areas using a special syntax. This way you have the possibility to generate various
diagrams such as class, activity and state diagrams, flowcharts etc. Conf
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============== * Add UML class diagram: ---- ![UML class diagram](/images/icon_plus.png) * Add UML
activity diagram: ---- ![UML activity diagram](/images/icon_plus.png) * Add UML state diagram: ---- ![UML state
diagram](/images/icon_plus.png) Using Confluence PlantUML Plugins
================================ Confluence PlantUML Plugin helps you to embed various
UML diagrams such as Class, Activity and State Diagrams, Flowcharts, Activity and State Chains into a
Confluence page. These diagrams can be defined as simple text areas using a special syntax. Using
Confluence PlantUML Plugin, you can insert your diagrams to any article or page as long as you are a loggedin Confluence user. * Go to Confluence Plugin Manager to install Confluence PlantUML Plugin, if your
Confluence installation is not yet installed. * Download the plugin archive from * Unzip the downloaded
archive and rename the archive as confluenceplantuml.zip and copy it to your Confluence plugin folder. *
Open ‘Plugins’ from the ‘Insert’ menu and click on ‘Add Plugin’. * Paste the unzip file as ‘Plugin’ and click
‘Save’. * Drag and drop an area into your page to insert a diagram. You can also create, edit or remove
diagrams directly from your browser’s menu bar. How to add a UML diagram to a page
=============================== 1.Click on the area of your page to insert a diagram. For
example, for adding UML class diagram to a page, you can click on ‘UML Class’ from the page’s menu bar and
select the diagram in the list. 2.You can customize the diagram properties and insert additional diagrams into
a page. Please find the details on the above two steps below.
============================== 1.Click on the area of your page to insert a diagram. For
example, for adding UML class diagram to a page, you can click on ‘UML Class’ from the page’s menu bar and
select the diagram in the list. 1 b7e8fdf5c8
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------------------------------ - This plugin provides a tree view to manage diagrams in a convenient way. - The plugin
allows you to define your own custom UML diagrams using simple text areas with special syntax - You can
add a diagram to any page in your Confluence site using the the plugin’s graphical wizard - The plugin
provides a graphical wizard to define a new diagram based on your own custom syntax - There are predefined
diagrams to save you time to start drawing your diagrams right away - New custom syntax elements are
introduced in the plugin (used inside text areas for diagrams) - Using the custom syntax elements, the plugin
generates the diagrams - There are predefined diagrams to start drawing your diagrams right away, using the
above mentioned syntax - The plugin provides templates to speed up the creation process - Predefined
Diagrams and Templates are organized in a tree view to make diagram drawing easy - The plugin provides a
workspace window to work on the diagrams without missing anything - The plugin provides the possibility to
insert diagrams in existing pages using the plugin’s graphical wizard - The plugin provides a dialog with
predefined element classes and for editing them - The plugin provides editing options for changing the
diagram’s text - The plugin provides the possibility to copy/paste to/from the workspace window - The plugin
provides on/off option for diagrams to enable/disable them - The plugin provides a confirm dialog to ask you if
you want to delete the diagram - The plugin provides a dialog to preview diagrams - The plugin provides a
dialog to preview diagrams - The plugin provides a dialog to view diagrams - The plugin provides a log window
to view the plugin’s interactions with the user - The plugin provides a discussion board for sharing
experiences and questions with other users - The plugin provides a help dialog to access the online
documentation - The plugin provides a special dialog to warn you about issues with your plugin Features:
-------- - A simple and easy-to-use plugin - Use simple text areas for defining your diagrams in Confluence Customize your own diagrams using the plugin’s graphical wizard - Generates custom UML diagrams - You
can add a diagram to any page in your Confluence site using the the plugin’s graphical wizard - The plugin
provides a graphical wizard to define a new diagram based on your own custom syntax - There are predefined
diagrams to save you time to start drawing your diagrams right away

What's New in the?
================================= * It allows you to add variety of UML diagrams into
Confluence pages. * Add variety of UML diagrams easily without requiring you to write long Java code. * The
plugin is compatible with Confluence version 3.x and higher. * The plugin contains several default diagrams
like: Activity, State, Class and Sequence. * Provide intellisense while writing by folding UML diagrams to
reduce the time and complexity. * Easy to use and configurable by our developers. * Being updated with
latest UML diagram structure so the plugin will always support a latest UML diagram structure. * Strictly follow
the latest UML diagram specification. * Have many options to configure the plugin to suit your requirement. *
It will help developers to generate variety of UML diagrams in Confluence pages. * The plugin contains both
English and Arabic language files. ## Structure and syntax of configuration * `[PLANTUMML_CONFIG]` :
Specify the name of the configuration where you can define your diagrams. *
`[PLANTUMML_PLUGIN_DIRECTORY]` : This is the directory of plugin. Specify the directory in which you
installed the plugin. * `[PLANTUMML_DIRECTORY]` : The directory where the default images are contained in.
* `[PLANTUMML_USER_HOME]` : The user home directory which plugin will use. *
`[PLANTUMML_ENGLISH_LANGUAGE]` : The English language file location. *
`[PLANTUMML_ARABIC_LANGUAGE]` : The Arabic language file location. ## Examples * Assume you want to
add class diagram and a sequence diagram in confluence page. You need to define the configuration as
follow: [PLANTUMML_CONFIG] = class-diagram [PLANTUMML_PLUGIN_DIRECTORY] = C:/confluenceplugins/confluence-plantuml [PLANTUMML_DIRECTORY] = C:/confluence-plugins/confluenceplantuml/diagrams [PLANTUMML_USER_HOME] = C:/confluence-plugins/confluence-plantuml * Confluence will
ask
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System Requirements For Confluence PlantUML Plugin:
GPU: NVIDIA GTX 780 or better CPU: Intel i5 3570 or better RAM: 8GB OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit, Windows 8.1
64bit, or Windows 10 64bit Language: English Saving System Requirements: Windows 7 SP1 32bit, Windows
8.1 32bit, Windows 10 32bit English Language Support Minimum System Requirements: GPU: NVIDIA GTX 660
or better
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